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ABSTRACT

Twin Peaks in Regional Unemployment and Returns
to Scale in Job-Matching in the Czech Republic*

The regional distribution of unemployment rates in the Czech Republic during
the transition period is shown to be characterised by twin peaks, i.e. a high
and a low unemployment equilibrium. The emergence of strong regional
disparities at the beginning of the 1990s can, at least partially, be explained by
regionally different degrees of competition between the emerging private
sector and state-owned enterprises for skilled labour and the role of on-the-job
transitions on the parameters of the matching function. This study presents a
formalisation of these effects and estimates empirical matching functions for a
panel of labour market districts of the Czech Republic between January 1992
and July 1994. When dynamics of unemployment to job exits are taken into
account and dynamic panel estimators are applied, the Czech matching
function is shown to exhibit increasing returns to scale. This is consistent with
the finding of multiple unemployment equilibria.
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Despite overall unemployment remaining at very low levels during the early
stages of the transition in the Czech Republic, the regional dispersion of
unemployment rates dispersed sharply, as in other central and eastern
European countries.

This study goes one step further in analysing the pattern of regional
unemployment and vacancy rates in the Czech Republic. Instead of looking at
the change in the regional distribution of these variables over time, it
compares the dynamics and position of unemployment and vacancy rates of
each labour market district within the regional distribution over several points
in time applying a methodology devised by Quah (1996) in the context of
convergence of growth rates among countries. While such intra-distributional
dynamics confirm the increasing disparities among Czech regional
unemployment rates between 1991 and 1994, the distribution is shown to be
characterised by twin-peaks, i.e. a low-unemployment and high-
unemployment equilibrium which are both stable over time. For vacancies, we
find a unimodal regional distribution over time and a weak trend to
convergence. Several factors, such as the heterogeneity of Czech labour
market districts with respect to industrial structure or limited regional mobility
may contribute to this development.

In this study, increasing returns to job-matching are proposed as one
explanation for finding a bimodal distribution of regional unemployment over
time. As is well known from the literature on job-search and matching theory,
increasing returns to scale are a necessary condition for multiple equilibria in
such models (Diamond, 1982; Pissarides, 1986). In a theoretical part, which is
based on a model of job-competition by Burgess (1993), it is demonstrated
how endogenous adjustments in search intensities of employed job seekers
with respect to local labour market conditions alter the parameters of a
reduced-form matching function and why such effects are particularly relevant
in a transition economy such as the Czech Republic. Ultimately such effects
may induce increasing returns to scale in job-matching.

The intuition behind these endogenous adjustments of search intensities of
employed job seekers lies in the existence of a wage premium, which private
sector firms offer workers in the state sector in competition for skilled labour.
The existence of such wage premia in transition economies has been reported
by Flanagan (1995) among others. Hence, employed and unemployed
workers are assumed to sample wage offers from disjointed parts of the same
wage distribution, where some high wage jobs are only offered to the
employed to motivate job-to-job transitions. In addition, it is assumed that this
wage premium varies according to local labour market conditions: a higher



unemployment (vacancy) rate leads to a lower (higher) wage premium offered
to employed job seekers. This can be justified by stigma effects when being
unemployed at a low overall unemployment rate. After deriving optimal search
intensities for both types of workers, these are plugged into a core matching
relationship, which determines the job-finding probability.

The model demonstrates, that in a transition economy, the described
mechanism can lead to a result where the congestion effects of on-the-job
search for the parameters of a reduced-form matching function – as in
Burgess (1993) – can be reversed. Particularly, if employed job seekers adjust
their search intensities very elastically to changes in local unemployment (and
to a lesser extent to vacancies), it is likely to find increasing returns to scale in
job-matching. Moreover, the model provides one explanation for the inherent
instability of the matching function in transition economies (as found by Burda
and Profit, 1996 among others).

In the empirical part of the study, matching functions are estimated based on a
monthly panel of all 76 labour market districts in the Czech Republic between
January 1992 and July 1994. Almost all earlier studies based on this type of
data have identified constant or decreasing returns to scale for the matching
process in Czech districts. In this paper, it is argued that these empirical
studies have largely neglected the dynamics of unemployment to job flows.
The process of screening potential workers and workplaces takes time, during
which search activities for other trading partners may be suspended. And
even when an employment contract is signed, the match may not become
productive at the same instant. A more realistic description of labour markets
is to assume that contracts fix a starting date for the employment relationship.
During the time between signing the contract and starting work, an
unemployed person will not be engaged in job search and a vacancy though
possibly still posted will not accept further applications. This implies that the
elasticities of hires with respect to unemployment and vacancies in a matching
function will only gradually adjust to their long-term values. Another
explanation for serial correlation in unemployment outflows is the dependence
of search intensities on aggregate economic activity which shows strong serial
correlation (Baker et al., 1996). Empirical matching functions applied to
regional panels, neglecting such dynamics may yield seriously biased
estimates of the parameters of interest which has severe implications for
predicted unemployment dynamics in regional labour markets.

Therefore this study estimates dynamic matching functions in differences
using instrumental variable methods (Anderson and Hsiao, 1982) and general
of moment estimators devised by Arellano and Bond (1991). These
techniques avoid the well known problems when estimating dynamic models
with fixed effects. Also, different sets of instruments are used to check the
impact of imperfect exogeneity of instruments on the estimated parameters of



the matching function. As predicted by the theoretical model, one finds a
higher coefficient on unemployment – greater than one in some specifications.
More importantly, constant returns to scale can be rejected in favour of
increasing returns to scale in almost all specifications for the Czech matching
function.

Unfortunately, no direct information on employed job-search is available for
the Czech Republic, especially not at the district level. In order to relate these
findings closer to the results of the theoretical model, a number of interactions
are introduced into the empirical specification of the matching function, which
allow for non-uniformity of slopes according to a districts relative position in
the unemployment and vacancy distributions over time, as described earlier.
This classification of labour market districts is obtained by a simple cluster
analysis. Especially for districts in the high-unemployment equilibrium, the
empirical findings are in line with the predictions of the theoretical model: a
coefficient on unemployment clearly above one and a small, even negative
coefficient on vacancies. Speaking in terms of the theoretical model this
means, that the effect of higher unemployment or lower vacancies on the
search intensity of employed workers out-weights the effect of a lower
employment rate on the matching probability in these regions. The findings
are mixed however: the large coefficient on unemployment in districts with
higher relative vacancy rates at the outset of the transition process works
against this argument. In addition, heterogeneity of slopes in the matching
function is allowed for according to the number of private enterprises relative
to total employment and the employment share in the service sector. Again,
only in the latter case, the evidence is in line with the predictions of the model.














































































